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A. Additional Visualization Results
We present more high-resolution visualization to compare the baseline Adaptive Teacher (AT) [1] and our AT + CMT

qualitatively on the Pascal VOC→ Clipart1k benchmark in Figure 1, and on the Cityscapes→ Foggy Cityscapes benchmark
in Figure 2. Each pair of images show results by AT (top) and AT + CMT (bottom).

(a) CMT detects the bird missed by the base-
line.

(b) CMT avoids detecting the moon and star as
bird and aeroplane.

(c) CMT detects the boat and birds missed by
the baseline.

(d) CMT detects the motorbike missed by the
baseline.

(e) CMT fixes the mis-classification of the mo-
torbike.

(f) CMT detects the persons missed by the
baseline.

Figure 1. Additional qualitative results from Clipart1k. In the visualized images, AT (top in each sub-figure) makes some incorrect
predictions, while AT + CMT (bottom in each sub-figure) can correct them.



(a) CMT detects the car in the mirror and distant persons. (b) CMT fixes the mis-classification of the train.

(c) CMT provides a more precise bounding box of the train. (d) CMT detects the truck missed by the baseline.

(e) CMT fixes the mis-classification of the bus. (f) CMT avoids detecting the sculptures as real persons.

Figure 2. Additional qualitative results from Foggy Cityscapes. In the visualized images, AT (top in each sub-figure) makes some
incorrect predictions, while AT + CMT (bottom in each sub-figure) can correct them.



B. Pseudo-code for Contrastive Mean Teacher
In Algorithm 1, we present a pseudo-code outline of our Contrastive Mean Teacher (CMT) framework. The key difference

between CMT and a traditional Mean Teacher (MT) [2] framework is highlighted.

Algorithm 1: Contrastive Mean Teacher

Input: Object detectors: Student D(·; θQ) and Teacher D(·; θK). For consistency with prior work, we use letter Q
for student-related variables, and K for teacher-related ones. We denote their feature extraction modules as
f(·; θQ) and f(·; θK). Hyper-parameters: Momentum α in exponential moving average (EMA), pseudo-label
score threshold γ, temperature τ in contrastive loss, loss weights λcontrast, λunsup det, λsup det, and learning rate η.

Output: Student D(·; θQ) and Teacher D(·; θK) after unsupervised domain adaptation.
1 for iteration← 1 to Tmax iterations do

// 1. Load data mini-batch
2 Get batch of source-domain labeled images I labeled, corresponding bounding boxes Blabeled, and classes C labeled

3 Get batch of target-domain unlabeled images Iunlabeled

4 Student’s strong augmentation: I labeled,Q = tQ(I labeled), Iunlabeled,Q = tQ(Iunlabeled)

5 Teacher’s weak augmentation: I labeled,K = tK(I labeled), Iunlabeled,K = tK(Iunlabeled)
// 2. Update Teacher

6 Update Teacher by EMA: θK = αθK + (1− α)θQ

// 3. Pseudo-label
7 Generate pseudo-labels with Teacher detector: Bunlabeled, Cunlabeled = Filter

(
D(Iunlabeled,K; θK), γ

)
// 4. Compute multi-scale feature maps
// In practical implementation, feature maps are obtained from forward

passes needed for pseudo-labels and unsupervised detection loss, so
there is no computation overhead.

8 Compute Student’s features: FQ = f(Iunlabeled,Q; θQ)

9 Compute Teacher’s features: FK = f(Iunlabeled,K; θK)
// 5. Unsupervised branch: object-level contrastive loss

10 (Optional) Post-processing pseudo-labels: Bunlabeled, Cunlabeled = PostProc(Bunlabeled, Cunlabeled)

11 Get number of objects: N = len(Bunlabeled)
// Each level of multi-scale features

12 for k ← 1 to Kmax levels do
// Each object

13 for i← 1 to N do
14 Locate Student’s object-level features: zQk,i = Normalize(ROIAlign(FQ

k , Bunlabeled
i ))

15 Locate Teacher’s object-level features: zKk,i = Normalize(ROIAlign(FK
k , Bunlabeled

i ))

16 Compute contrastive loss according to Equation 4:

Lcontrast,k = Lcontrast

(
{zQk,1, . . . , z

Q
k,N}, {zKk,1, . . . , zKk,N}, {Cunlabeled

1 , . . . , Cunlabeled
N }, τ

)
17 Compute total contrastive loss: Lcontrast =

∑Kmax levels
k=1 Lcontrast,k

// 6. Unsupervised branch: detection loss
18 Compute unsupervised detection loss: Lunsup det = Ldet(D(Iunlabeled,Q; θQ),Bunlabeled, Cunlabeled)

// 7. Supervised branch: detection loss
19 Compute supervised detection loss: Lsup det = Ldet(D(I labeled,Q; θQ),Blabeled, C labeled)

// 8. Optimize
20 Compute total loss: L = λcontrastLcontrast + λunsup detLunsup det + λsup detLsup det

21 Take SGD step: θQ = θQ − η∇θQL
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